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A model independent study of the minimal flavor violation (MFV) framework is presented, where
the only sources of flavor breaking at low energy are the up and down Yukawa matrices. Two limits
are identified for the Yukawa coupling expansion: linear MFV, where it is truncated at the leading
terms, and nonlinear MFV, where such a truncation is not possible due to large third generation
Yukawa couplings. These are then resummed to all orders using non-linear σ-model techniques
familiar from models of collective breaking. Generically, flavor diagonal CP violating (CPV) sources
in the UV can induce O(1) CPV in processes involving third generation quarks. Due to a residual
U(2) symmetry, the extra CPV in Bd−B¯d mixing is bounded by CPV in Bs−B¯s mixing. If operators
with right-handed light quarks are subdominant, the extra CPV is equal in the two systems, and is
negligible in processes involving only the first two generations. We find large enhancements in the
up type sector, both in CPV in D − D¯ mixing and in top flavor violation.
Introduction. Precision flavor and CP violation
measurements provide very strong constraints on models
of new physics (NP) beyond the Standard Model (SM).
For instance, ǫK constrains the scale of maximally flavor
violating NP to be >∼ 10
4 TeV. Therefore, TeV scale NP
which stabilizes the electroweak scale and is accessible at
the LHC has to have a highly non generic flavor structure.
The tension with precision flavor tests is relaxed if
the SM Yukawa matrices are the only source of flavor
breaking, even in the presence of new particles and in-
teractions [1–3]. This hypothesis goes under the name of
Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV). Sometimes additional
assumptions are made — that the SM Yukawa couplings
are also the only source of CP violation (CPV ), e.g.
in [1], or that NP does not change the Lorentz structure
of the effective weak hamiltonian [4]. We will not make
these assumptions, but will discuss their consequences
below.
A useful language for discussing MFV was introduced
in [1]. It relies on the observation that for vanishing
Yukawa couplings the SM has an enhanced global sym-
metry. Focusing on the quark sector this is
GSM = U(3)Q × U(3)u × U(3)d, (1)
where Q, u, d stand for quark doublets and up and down
type quark singlets respectively. The SM Yukawa cou-
plings
HuQ¯LYuuR +HdQ¯LYddR, (2)
are formally invariant under GSM, if the Yukawa matri-
ces are promoted to spurions that transform as Y ′u,d =
VQYu,dV
†
u,d, while the quark fields are in the fundamental
representations, (Q′, u′, d′) = VQ,u,d(Q, u, d). Weak scale
NP models are then of the MFV class if they are formally
invariant under GSM, when treating the SM Yukawa cou-
plings as spurions. Similarly, the low energy flavor ob-
servables are formally invariant under GSM. Practically,
this means that only certain insertions of Yukawa cou-
plings are allowed in the quark bilinears. For example, in
Q¯Q bilinears insertions such as Q¯(YuY
†
u )
nQ are allowed,
while Q¯Y †d (YuY
†
u )
nQ are not.
The above definition of MFV is only useful if flavor
invariant operators such as Q¯f(ǫuYu, ǫdYd)Q can be ex-
panded in powers of Yu,d. In the large tanβ limit both
Yu and Yd have O(1) eigenvalues yt,b. The convergence
radius is then given by the size of ǫu,d. We distinguish
between two limiting cases
• Linear MFV (LMFV): ǫu,d ≪ 1 and the dominant
flavor breaking effects are captured by the lowest
order polynomials of Yu,d.
• Non-linear MFV (NLMFV): ǫu,d ∼ O(1), higher
powers of Yu,d are important, and a truncated ex-
pansion in yt,b is not possible.
Examples of NLMFV are: low energy supersymmetric
models in which large tanβ effects need to be resummed
(large ǫd), and models obeying MFV at a UV scale
ΛF ≫ µW , where large ǫu,d ∝ log(µW /ΛF ) are generated
from sizable anomalous dimensions in the renormaliza-
tion group running [5]. Another example is warped extra
dimension models with alignment [6], in cases where right
handed up-quark currents are subdominant.
In this letter we show that even in NLMFV there
is a systematic expansion in small quantities, Vtd, Vts,
and light quark masses, while resumming in yt, yb ∼
O(1). This is achieved via a non-linear σ-model–like
parametrization. Namely, in the limit of vanishing weak
gauge coupling (or mW → ∞), U(3)Q is enhanced to
U(3)Qu × U(3)Qd . The two groups are broken down
2to U(2) × U(1) by large third generation eigenvalues in
Yu,dY
†
u,d, so that the low energy theory is described by
a [U(3)/U(2)×U(1)]2 non-linear σ-model. Flavor viola-
tion arises due to the misalignment of Yu and Yd, given by
Vtd and Vts once the weak interaction is turned on. We
can then prove with complete generality that in MFV:
(i) extra CPV can only arise from flavor diagonal CPV
sources in the UV theory; (ii) the extra CP phases in
Bs − B¯s mixing provide an upper bound on the amount
of CPV in Bd − B¯d mixing; (iii) if operators containing
right-handed light quarks are subdominant then the ex-
tra CPV is equal in the two systems, and is negligible in
2→ 1 transitions. Conversely, these operators can break
the correlation between CPV in the Bs and Bd systems,
and can induce significant new CPV in ǫK . Combinations
of observables which are sensitive to LMFV vs. NLMFV
are also identified. Another non-linear parameterization
of MFV was presented in [7]. We focus on exploiting
the general control obtained by our formalism in order
to study its model independent implications. A modifi-
cation of the formalism is needed for yb ≪ 1, as discussed
below.
Formalism. To realize GSM non-linearly, we promote
the Yukawa matrices to spurions, with the transforma-
tion properties given below Eq. (2). These flavor trans-
formations are broken once the Yukawa couplings obtain
their background values. The eigenvalues of the latter
are hierarchical and the two matrices are approximately
aligned. We therefore take Yu ∼ diag (0, 0, yt) and Yd ∼
diag (0, 0, yb). The breaking of the flavor group is dom-
inated by the top and bottom Yukawa couplings which
break it down to HSM = U(2)Q×U(2)u×U(2)d×U(1)3.
The broken symmetry generators live in GSM/HSM
cosets. It is useful to factor them out of the Yukawa
matrices. We thus use the parameterization
Yu,d = e
iρˆQe±iχˆ/2Y˜u,de
−iρˆu,d , (3)
where the reduced Yukawa spurions, Y˜u,d, are
Y˜u,d =
(
φu,d 0
0 yt,b
)
. (4)
Here φu,d are 2 × 2 complex spurions, while χˆ and ρˆi,
i = Q, u, d, are the 3× 3 matrices spanned by the broken
generators. Explicitly,
χˆ =
(
0 χ
χ† 0
)
, ρˆi =
(
0 ρi
ρ†i θi
)
, i = Q, u, d, (5)
where χ and ρi are two dimensional vectors. The ρi shift
under the broken generators and therefore play the role of
spurion ”Goldstone bosons”. Thus the ρi have no phys-
ical significance. χ, on the other hand, parametrizes the
misalignment of the up and down Yukawa couplings and
will therefore correspond to Vtd and Vts in the low energy
effective theory [see Eq. (12)].
Under the flavor group the above spurions transform
as,
eiρˆ
′
i = Vie
iρˆiU †i , e
iχˆ′ = UQe
iχˆU †Q, Y˜
′
i = UQY˜iU
†
i . (6)
Here Ui = Ui(Vi, ρˆi) are (reducible) unitary representa-
tions of the unbroken flavor subgroup U(2)i × U(1)3,
Ui =
(
U2×2i 0
0 eiϕ3
)
, i = Q, u, d. (7)
For Vi ∈ H
SM, Ui = Vi. Otherwise the Ui depend on
the broken generators and ρˆi. They form a nonlinear
realization of the full flavor group. In particular, Eq.
(6) defines Ui(Vi, ρˆi) by requiring that ρˆ
′
i is of the same
form as ρˆi, Eq. (5). Consequently ρˆi is shifted under
GSM/HSM and can be set to a convenient value as dis-
cussed below. Under HSM, χ [ρi] are fundamentals of
U(2)Q [U(2)i] carrying charge −1 under the U(1)3, while
φu,d are bi-fundamentals of U(2)Q × U(2)u,d.
As a final step we also redefine the quark fields by
moding out the ”Goldstone spurions”,
u˜L = e
−iχˆ/2e−iρˆQuL, d˜L = e
iχˆ/2e−iρˆQdL, (8)
u˜R = e
−iρˆuuR, d˜R = e
−iρˆddR. (9)
The latter form reducible representations of HSM. Con-
centrating here and below on the down sector we there-
fore define d˜L,R = (d˜
(2)
L,R, 0) + (0, b˜L,R). Under flavor
transformations d˜
(2)
L
′ = U2×2Q d˜
(2)
L and b˜L
′ = exp(iϕ3)b˜L.
A similar definition can be made for the up quarks.
With the redefinitions above, invariance under the full
flavor group is captured by the invariance under the un-
broken flavor subgroup HSM [8]. Thus, NLMFV can be
described without loss of generality as a formally HSM–
invariant expansion in φu,d, χ. This is a straightforward
generalization of the known effective field theory descrip-
tion of spontaneous symmetry breaking [8]. The only
difference in our case is that Yu,d are not aligned, as man-
ifested by χ 6= 0. Since the background field values of the
relevant spurions are small, we can expand in them.
We are now in a position to write down the flavor struc-
tures of quark bilinears from which low energy flavor ob-
servables can be constructed. We work to leading order
in the spurions that break HSM, but to all orders in the
top and bottom Yukawa couplings. Beginning with the
left-left (LL) bilinears, to second order in χ, φu,d one finds
(omitting gauge and Lorentz indices)
b˜Lb˜L, d˜
(2)
L d˜
(2)
L , d˜
(2)
L φuφ
†
ud˜
(2)
L , (10)
d˜
(2)
L χb˜L, b˜Lχ
†χb˜L, d˜
(2)
L χχ
†d˜
(2)
L . (11)
The first two bilinears in Eq. (10) are diagonal in the
down-quark mass basis and do not induce flavor viola-
tion. In this basis the Yukawa couplings take the form
Yu = V
†
CKMdiag (mu,mc,mt), Yd = diag (md,ms,mb).
3This corresponds to spurions taking the background val-
ues ρQ = χ/2, ρˆu,d = 0, φd = diag (md,ms)/mb, while
flavor violation is induced via
χ† = i(Vtd, Vts), φu = V
(2)†
CKM diag
(mu
mt
,
mc
mt
)
. (12)
V
(2)
CKM stands for a two generation CKM matrix. In terms
of λ = sin θC ≃ 0.23, the flavor violating spurions scale
as χ ∼ (λ3, λ2), (φu)12 ∼ λ
5. Note that the redefined
down quark fields, Eqs. (8,9), coincide with the mass-
eigenstate basis, d˜L,R = dL,R, for the above choice of
spurion background values.
The left-right (LR) and right-right (RR) bilinears
which contribute to flavor mixing are in turn (at lead-
ing order in χ, φu,d spurions),
d˜
(2)
L χb˜R, d˜
(2)
L χχ
†φdd˜
(2)
R , b˜Lχ
†φdd˜
(2)
R , (13)
d˜
(2)
R φ
†
dχb˜R, d˜
(2)
R φ
†
dχχ
†φdd˜
(2)
R . (14)
To make contact with the more familiar MFV notation,
consider down quark flavor violation from LL bilinears.
We can then expand in the Yukawa couplings,
Q¯
[
a1YuY
†
u+a2(YuY
†
u )
2
]
Q+
[
b2 Q¯YuY
†
uYdY
†
dQ+h.c.
]
+· · · ,
(15)
with a1,2 = O(ǫ
2,4
u ), b2 = O(ǫ
2
uǫ
2
d). Following the dis-
cussion in the Introduction, the LMFV limit corresponds
to a1 ≫ a2, b2, and the NLMFV limit to a1 ∼ a2 ∼ b2.
While a1,2 are real, the third operator in Eq. (15) is not
Hermitian and b2 can be complex [9], introducing a new
CP violating phase beyond the SM phase. The leading
flavor violating terms in Eq. (15) for the down quarks
are
d¯iL
[
(a1 + a2y
2
t )ξ
t
ij + a1ξ
c
ij
]
djL +
[
b2y
2
b d¯
i
Lξ
t
ibbL + h.c.
]
=
cb
(
d˜
(2)
L χb˜L + h.c
)
+ ctd˜
(2)
L χχ
†d˜
(2)
L + ccd˜
(2)
L φuφ
†
ud˜
(2)
L , (16)
where ξkij = y
2
kV
∗
kiVkj with i 6= j. On the RHS we have
used the general parameterization in Eqs. (10,11) with
cb ≃ (a1y
2
t + a2y
4
t + b2y
2
b ), ct ≃ a1y
2
t + a2y
4
t and cc ≃ a1
to leading order. The contribution of the cc bilinear in
flavor changing transitions is O(1%) compared to the ct
bilinear, and can be neglected in practice.
LMFV vs. NLMFV. A novel feature of NLMFV
is the potential for observable CPV from right-handed
currents, to which we return below. Other important
distinctions can be readily understood from Eq. (16).
In NLMFV (with large tanβ) the extra flavor diagonal
CPV phase Im(cb) can be large, leading to observable
deviations in the Bd,s − B¯d,s mixing phases, but none
in LMFV. Another example is b → sνν¯ and s → dνν¯
transitions. These receive contributions only from a sin-
gle operator in Eq. (16) multiplied by the neutrino cur-
rents. Thus, new contributions to B → Xsνν¯, B → Kνν¯
vs. KL → π
0νν¯, K+ → π+νν¯ are correlated in LMFV
(cb ≃ ct), see e.g., [10], but are independent in NLMFV
with large tanβ. O(1) effects in the rates would cor-
respond to an effective scale ΛMFV ∼ 3 TeV in the
four fermion operators, with smaller effects scaling like
1/ΛMFV due to interference with the SM contributions.
Other interesting NLMFV effects involving the third gen-
eration, e.g., large deviations in Br(Bd,s → µ
+µ−) and
b→ sγ, arise in the MSSM at large tanβ, where resum-
mation is required [11]. Contributions to 1 → 2 transi-
tions which proceed through the charm (cc) and the top
(ct) are correlated within LMFV (ct ≃ ccy
2
t ), but are
independent in the NLMFV case, even for small tanβ.
Unfortunately, the smallness of the cc bilinear prevents
tests of this correlation in the near future, e.g., via com-
parison of K+ → π+νν¯ and the CPV decay KL → π
0νν¯.
CP Violation. Assuming MFV, new CPV effects can
be significant if and only if the UV theory contains new
flavor-diagonal CP sources. The proof is as follows. If no
flavor diagonal phases are present, CPV only arises from
the CKM phase. In the exact U(2)L limit the CKM phase
can be removed and the theory becomes CP invariant (at
all scales). The only spurions that break the U(2)L flavor
symmetry are φu,d and χ. CPV in operators linear in χ
is directly proportional to the CKM phase [cf. Eq. (16)].
Any additional contributions are suppressed by at least
[φ†uφu, φ
†
dφd] ∼ (ms/mb)
2(mc/mt)
2 sin θC ∼ 10
−9, and
are therefore negligible.
Flavor diagonal weak phases in NLMFV can lead to
new CPV effects in 3→ 1 and 3→ 2 decays. An example
is ∆B = 1 electromagnetic and chromomagnetic dipole
operators constructed from the first bilinear in Eq. (13).
The operators are not Hermitian, hence their Wilson co-
efficients can contain new CPV phases. Without new
phases, the untagged direct CP asymmetry in B → Xd,sγ
would essentially vanish due to the residual U(2) sym-
metry, as in the SM [12], and the B → Xsγ asymmetry
would be less than a percent. However, in the NLMFV
limit (large yb), non-vanishing phases can yield signifi-
cant CPV in untagged and B → Xsγ decays, and the
new CPV in B → Xsγ and B → Xdγ would be strongly
correlated. Supersymmetric examples of this kind were
studied in [13], where new phases were discussed.
Next, consider the NLMFV ∆B = 2 effective op-
erators. They are not Hermitian, hence their Wil-
son coefficients κi/Λ
2
MFV can also contain new CP vi-
olating phases. The operators can be divided into
two classes: class-1, which do not contain light right-
handed quarks [(d˜
(2)
L χb˜L,R)
2,...]; and class-2, which do
[(d˜
(2)
R φ
†
dχb˜L) (d˜
(2)
L χb˜R),...]. Class-2 only contributes to
Bs − B¯s mixing, up to md/ms corrections. Taking into
account that SU(3)F breaking in the bag parameters of
the Bs − B¯s vs. Bd − B¯d mixing matrix elements is only
at the few percent level in lattice QCD [14], we con-
clude that class-1 yields the same weak phase shift in
Bd − B¯d and Bs − B¯s mixing relative to the SM. The
4class-1 contribution would dominate if ΛMFV is compa-
rable for all the operators. For example, in the limit of
equal Wilson coefficients κi/Λ
2
MFV, the class-2 contribu-
tion to Bs − B¯s mixing would be ≈ 5% of class-1. The
maximal allowed magnitude of CPV in the Bd system is
smaller than roughly 20%. Quantitatively, for Imκi ≈ 1,
this corresponds to ΛMFV ≈ 18 TeV for the leading class-
1 operator, which applies to the Bs system as well. Thus,
sizable CPV in the Bs system would require class-2 con-
tributions, with O(1) CPV corresponding to ΛMFV ≈ 1.5
TeV for the leading class-2 operator. Conversely, barring
cancelations, within NLFMV models NP CPV in Bs−B¯s
mixing provides an upper bound on NP CPV in Bd − B¯d
mixing.
For 2→ 1 transitions the new CPV phases come sup-
pressed by powers of md,s/mb. All the 2 → 1 bilinears
in (10), (11), (13), (14) are Hermitian with the exception
of d˜
(2)
L χχ
†φdd˜
(2)
R . This provides the leading contribution
to ǫK from a non-SM phase, coming from the operator
OLR = (d˜
(2)
L χχ
†φdd˜
(2)
R )
2. Its contribution is ≈ 2% of the
SM operator OLL = (d˜
(2)
L χχ
†d˜
(2)
L )
2 for comparable Wil-
son coefficients κLR ,LL/Λ
2
MFV. For κLL , ImκLR ≈ 1,
a new contribution to ǫK that is 50% of the measured
value would correspond to ΛMFV ≈ 5 TeV for OLL and
ΛMFV ≈ 0.8 TeV for OLR.
Note that the above new CPV effects can only be
sizable in the large tanβ limit. They arise from non-
Hermitian operators (such as the second operator in
(15)), and are therefore of higher order in the Yd expan-
sion. Whereas we have been working in the large tanβ
limit, it is straightforward to incorporate the small tanβ
limit into our formalism. In that case the flavor group
is broken down to U(2)Q × U(2)u × U(1)3 × U(3)d and
the expansion in Eq. (3) no longer holds. In particular,
resummation over yb is not required. Flavor violation is
described by linearly expanding in the down type Yukawa
couplings, from which it follows that contributions pro-
portional to the bottom Yukawa are further suppressed
beyond the SM CKM suppression.
Up quark sector. Finally we comment on the
up sector. We work in the up-quark mass basis
in which ρˆu = ρˆd = 0, ρQ = −χ/2, φu =
diag (mu,mc)/mt, while the flavor violating spurions are
φd = V
(2)†
CKMdiag (md,ms)/mb and χ = i(Vub, Vcb). An
important prediction of the NLMFV models for the up-
sector is that the new contributions are greatly enhanced
for large tanβ. Consider top flavor changing neutral cur-
rents (FCNC). Within the SM they are highly suppressed
by a combination of a loop factor, GIM and CKM sup-
pression. This results in branching ratios BR(t→ cX) ∼
O(10−12). An example of a FCNC bilinear operator
in NLMFV is u˜(2)χt˜ [in the LMFV limit it corresponds
to c¯L
(
YbY
†
b
)
23
tL and c¯L
(
YbY
†
b
)
23
yttR]. Model indepen-
dent analysis shows that such an operator can lead to
BR(t → cX) ∼ O(10−5) [15], which may be within the
reach of the LHC.
Similar enhancements are expected for CPV in D −
D¯ mixing. The relevant operators are (u˜
(2)
L χχ
†u˜
(2)
L )
2
and (u˜
(2)
L χχ
†u˜
(2)
L )(u˜
(2)
L φdφ
†
du˜
(2)
L ). The resulting CP vi-
olation in mixing is estimated to be arg(M12/Γ12) =
O(5%) (1 TeV/ΛMFV)
2 (sin 2γ, sin γ), respectively, where
γ = arg(−VudV
∗
ub/VcdV
∗
cb). For ΛMFV ∼ 1 TeV this is
four orders of magnitude greater than in the SM, and
would be observable in the future. Operators of the
type (u˜
(2)
L χχ
†φuu˜
(2)
R )
2 can contain a new CPV phase, but
(mc/mt)
2 suppression renders them negligible by com-
parison. Unfortunately, experimental tests of MFV are
generally very difficult in rare charm decays due to dom-
inance of long-distance SM effects.
Concluding remarks. Above we focused on the for-
malism and low energy flavor violating observables. How-
ever, useful information can also be extracted from fla-
vor diagonal quantities such as the new physics mass
spectra [16] or non universal couplings to new gauge
bosons [6]. For example, let us assume that new scalar
states are in the fundamental of U(3)u so that the mass
matrix squared is in its adjoint as in supersymmetric
models (e.g. right-handed squarks, neglecting the mix-
ing with left-handed squarks). Order one or larger split-
ting ∆m213 between the first two and the third generation
would signal the NLMFV limit. Further insight would be
provided by the mass spliting between the first two gen-
erations, ∆m212. In LMFV ∆m
2
13 : ∆m
2
12 = m
2
t : m
2
c ,
while in NLMFV this relation would receive large correc-
tions from subleading expansions in the Yukawas. Finally
we point out that NLMFV differs from the next-to-MFV
(NMFV) [17] framework since the latter exhibits addi-
tional spurions at low energy.
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